LEGALISATION AND TRANSLATION OF GREEK OR CYPRIOT OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS

In order to be accepted by a Belgian administration (in Belgium or abroad), any official document issued by Greek or Cypriot authorities must bear an "Apostille" provided by the local competent authorities.

The Apostille can be obtained at following administrations:

- In Cyprus: Ministry of Justice and Public Order (Athalassas Avenue 125, 1461 Strovolos, Nicosia - tel.: +357 22805950/51 - fax: +357 22518356 - e-mail: registry@mjpo.gov.cy) and all KEP offices (Service Center for Citizens).
- In Greece: At all provincial administrations (« Perifereia »).

The document, after the Apostille has been affixed, must be translated into one of the national languages of Belgium (Dutch, French or German) by a translator authorized by the Embassy of Belgium in Athens. The choice of the language depends on the Administration the document is intended for. It is important to verify beforehand with the Belgian authority which language applies.

The Embassy of Belgium in Athens accepts documents translated into all three national languages. The translators authorized by The Belgian Embassy in Athens are:

- For Cyprus: Press & Information Office (P.I.O) (Apelli 57, 1080 Nicosia – tel.: +357 22801130/131/133 e-mail: transactions@pio.moi.gov.cy

- For Greece: The Translation Services of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Athens (Arionos 10, 10554 Athens tel.: +302103285711 - fax: +302103285777 - e-mail: idiotikesmetafraseis@mfa.gr

However, in Greece the Embassy also accepts translations by certain translators whose signatures are in its possession:

- Dutch
  - Lieve De Paep (FlanderLex), Pieron 126, 59100 Veria,
    Tel 2310 20777 GSM 6977 372 507  flanderlex@gmail.com
  - Eirini Agathou, Ethnikis Lefkimmis, Chrisida, 49084 Corfu, Tel 26610 41775 GSM 694 422 5361 ireneagathou@hotmail.com

- French:
  - Constantin Mavridis (Mavridis & Partners), Mitropoleos 15, 54624 Thessaloniki, Tel 2310 270 230 Fax 2310 228 210 info@essor.gr

- German:
  - Anne Wehrheim (Glossima & Wehrheim), K. Karamanli 182, 54248 Thessaloniki, Tel 2310 330 415 info@glossima.com
  - Eirini Agathou, Ethnikis Lefkimmis, Chrisida, 49084 Corfu, Tel 26610 41775 GSM 694 422 5361 ireneagathou@hotmail.com

This list is for information purposes only and does not engage the responsibility of the Embassy concerning the conformity and the validity of the translations.